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It 1s shown that if (X, F) is a fuzzy topological space whose induced topology 
is Tychonoff, then (X,F) has a Stone-Tech ultra-fuzzy compactification. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this note we shall construct a Stone-tech ultra-fuzzy compactification 
for any topological space (X,F) such that (X, i(F)) is completely regular. In 
what follows we let 1.s.c. stand for lower semi-continuous and we let I denote 
the closed unit interval with the usual topology. If (X, F) is a fuzzy topological 
space, then following [3], let i(F) d enote the smallest topology for X which 
makes every member of F a 1.s.c. map. A fuzzy topological space (;U, F) is said 
to be ultra-fuzzy compact if (X, i(F)) is compact, [4], [5]. 
2. DENSENESS 
Let (x, F) be a fuzzy space. If S C X, let ps denote the characteristic function 
of S; that is, ps is I on S and 0 on S - X. Iff is a fuzzy set, let clF(f) denote 
the fuzzy closure off, that is, the intersection of all fuzzy closed sets which 
containf. A fuzzy set f on X is dense in (X, I;) provided that clr(f) = px . If 
(I’, H) is a fuzzy subspace of (X, F), then (Y, H) is dense in (X, F) provided that 
py is dense in (X,F). 
Here is a stronger notion of denseness which will be used below. 
2.1 DEFINITION. A fuzzy set f is ultra-dense in (X, F) provided that when- 
ever 0 < cy. < 1, then the set f -l[(a, l]] . is d ense in the topological space (X, i(F)]. 
A fuzzy subspace (Y, H) of (X, F) is ultra-dense in (X, F) if tar is ultra-dense. 
If (X, T) is a topological space, then w(T) is the fuzzy topology on consisting 
of all 1.s.c. maps from (X, T) into I, [3], [7]. Th e o f 11 owing characterizes ultra- 
denseness in terms of denseness. 
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2.2 THEOREM. --1 fuzzy set f is ultra-dense in (X, F) if and only if f is dense 
in the induced space (X, w(i(F))). 
hoof. Suppose first that the fuzzy set f is not dense in (X, w(i(F))). Then 
there exists a fuzzy set h on X which is closed in (X, w(i(F))) with f < h and 
h # px . There exists a real number (Y and an x in X such that f (x) < h(x) < 
(Y < 1. Since h is fuzzy closed in (X, w(i(F))), the map h: X -+ I is upper semi- 
continuous relative to the topology i(F), so that h-l[[O, a)] is not only non-empty 
but also open in (X, i(F)). But f < h implies that f -l[(a, I]] n h-‘[[O, a)] = I? , 
from which it follows that f is not ultra-dense in (X, F). 
Conversely, suppose that f is not ultra-dense in (X, F). Then there exists an 
(L < 1 for which f -‘[(a, I]] is not dense in (X, i(F)). Choose a nonempty open set 
G in i(F) with G C f -l[[O, a]]. Choose/J such that OL < j3 < 1 and define h: X+ I 
by h(x) :-: 1 if x E X - G and h(x) = p if x E G. Then h is an upper semi- 
continuous map relative to the topology i(F) so that h is a fuzzy closed set in 
(X, w(i(F))). But f < h and h # px so that f is not dense in (X, w(i(F))), com- 
pleting the proof. 
2.3 COROLLARY. If the fuzzy set f is ultra dense in (X, F), then f is dense in 
(X, 0. 
Proof. Suppose f is not dense in (X, F). Then there exists a fuzzy closed set h 
in (X, F) with f < h and h # pcLx . Since F C w(i(F)), h is also fuzzy closed in 
(X, w(i(F))) so that f is not dense in (X, w(i(F))). By Theorem 2.2, f is not ultra- 
dense in (X F), completing the proof. 
The following shows that the converse of Corollary 2.3 is not true. 
2.4 EXAMPLE. Let X = {x: 0 < x < I> and F consist of p* , px and all maps 
from X into the doubleton set (0, i} which are 1.s.c. relative to the usual topology 
for X. Define the fuzzy set f by f (x) = 1 if 0 < .x < + and f (x) = 0 elsewhere. 
We clearly have clF(f) = px so that f is dense in (X, F). But f -l[(O, l]] = (0, $) 
which is not dense in (X, i(F)) so that f is not ultra-dense in (X, F). 
3. ULTRA-FUZZY COMPACTIFICATION 
In this section we continue the work started in [1] on compactifications for 
fuzzy topological spaces. 
Let (X, F) be a fuzzy space and let (BX T) b e any compact topological space 
which contains (X, i(F)) as a dense subspace. We define a fuzzy collection FT on 
BX by FT. = {g: g is a 1.s.c. map from (BX, T) into I such that g 1 X belongs 
to F}, where g 1 X denotes the restriction of g to the set X. 
A fuzzy space (X, F) is hausdorf provided that if Y and y are distinct points 
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of X, then there are fuzzy open setsfandg withf(x) = g(x) = 1 andf A g == p* , 
[6]. We will use the following more general notion. 
3.1 DEFINITION. A fuzzy space (X, F) is ultra-Hausdorjf provided that the 
topological space (X, i(F)) is Hausdorff. 
It is easy to show that every Hausdotff fuzzy space is ultra-Hausdorff; the 
space of Example 2.4 is ultra-Hausdorff but not Hausdorff. 
We shall now establish the existence of a large class of ultra-fuzzy com- 
pactifications. 
3.2 THEOREM. Let (X, F) be a fuzzy space and (BX, T) be a compact opolo- 
gical space which contains (X, i(F)) as a dense subspace. Then (BX, FT) is an 
ultra-compact fuzzy space and (X, F) is an ultra-dense fuzzy subspace of (B-Y, FT). 
Morepver, if BX = fiXand (/IX, T) is the Stone-tech compactifkation of (-Y, i(F)) 
and zf f : (X, F) + ( Y, H) is any f uzz y continuous map from (X, F) into an ultra- 
compact, ultra-HausdorfJfuzzy space (I’, H), then there exists a fuzzy continuous 
map f: (/3X, FT) + (I’, H) such that f = j 1 X. 
Proof. Let (X,F) be a fuzzy space and (BX, T) be a compact topological 
space which contains (X, i(F)) as a dense subspace. We shall first show that 
(BX, F7) is a fuzzy space. Let (g,) be a subfamily of F, . Let g == V{gr}. For 
each g,, there exists fa in F such that fCl = g, / X. Let f = V(fa}. Then f E F and 
f = g 1 X; since g: (BX, T) -+ 1 is a I.s.c. map, necessarily g E FT . Similarly, if 
{gfl> is a finite collection in F7 , then A(go) belongs to F, and it follows that FT 
is a fuzzy topology on BX. Since I’(Fr) is the smallest topology on B-Y which 
makes every member of FT a I.s.c. map and since every member of FT is a I.s.c. 
map relative to the topology T, necessarily i(FT) C T. But then the compactness 
of (BX, T) implies that (BX, i(FT)) is compact, showing that (BS, F7j is an 
ultra-compact fuzzy space. 
Iff belongs to FT , then f / S belongs to F, so that in order to show that (S, F) 
is a fuzzy subspace of (BX, E;), we need only show that if f E F. then there 
exists f"E FT such that f = f / X. Let f E F and for every real number a. define 
V, 2 f mr[(,x, m)]. Then let Vz = BX - cl&S - V,) and define f: B.S -1 
byf^(.r) :: sup{c~: .r E Vz>. Note that vz = BX for all in < 0 and that V: = :: 
for all in .a I so that if s E BAY, then f (*y) is defined and in fact, 0 ;- f(.v) 9 1. 
For s in S we have f (“v) = sup{=: x E V,>; since V, = VT n X, this shows that 
f (.r) .=f(s) for all s in X. To show that f is a I.s.c. map, it must be shown that 
for any real number b, the set f-l[(b, co)] is open. Let s Ef^_l[(b, ‘K)]. Then 
b -:f(.v) and we may choose a real number a with b < pi <f(x). It is easy to 
show that .v E VF Cf;l[(b, so)] and since VT is open in BA-, the setj’ ‘[(b, a)] 
must be open, showing that f is a I.s.c. map on (BX, T) and completing the 
argument that (X, F) is a fuzzy subspace of (BX, FT). 
The set S is dense in (BX, T) and since i(FT) C T, the set S is also dense in 
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(BX, i(FT)). If p’x d enotes the characteristic function of X in BS and a E [0, I), 
then ~;‘[(a, I]] = X, which is dense in (BX, 1’(Fr)), so that (_X, F) is an ultra- 
dense subspace of (BX,F,). 
To complete the proof, assume that (X, i(F)) is completely regular and 
Hausdorff and that (BX, T) = (/3X, T) is the Stone-tech compactification of 
(X, i(F)). Let f: (X, F) -+ (I’, H) b e a fuzzy continuous map where (I’, H) is 
ultra-compact and ultra-Hausdorff. The map f: (X, i(F)) - (Y, i(H)) is topo- 
logically continuous [3], [7], so there exists a continuous map f: (/3X, T) + 
(Y, i(H)) such thatf = { 1 ;Y. If g E H, then g: (Y, i(H)) 4 I is a 1.s.c. map. Also, 
g 0 f E F by the fuzzy continuity off and g 0 f = (g of) 1 _Y, so that g : PE FT . 
It follows that fi (/3-U. FT) + (I’, H) is a fuzzy continuous map, completing the 
proof. 
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